
MS BACKUP RECOVERY: - IS THE 

BETTER AND RELIABLE TOOL FOR 

NT-BACKUP FILES 
 

In Modern era, Computers become a boon for every single user, because it 

provides an ease of storing anything which is convertible into bit and byte. Any 

professional or non-professional are easily and effortlessly using the technology 

for all served purpose, like storage of media file and text file. Media files 

supporting storage of any kind of media data like images, video, audio etc whereas 

the text files are quite capable to handle all kind of text file whether its informative 

or business documents or any book file. The data can be easily stored on the 

computer. And we also try to keep the backup of all data, so at any point of time, 

the circumstances may lead to failure of the backup file because of various 

responsible factors like, 

 Backup Interruption due to various reasons like abrupt shut down, power 

failure, logical errors, etc. 

 Virus Attacks, 

 CRC Errors or 

 Backup Software Corruption 



That situation is quite worst, as we lost all important and valuable data stored with 

.bkf file. Here in this article we would like to share a solution with MS Backup 

Recovery tool for the very same problem. The stated recovery tool has effective 

and proficient features which has capability to extract the lost data easily. The 

software is easy to execute and allow access over the corrupt .bkf file which is not 

possible to access with the original backup software. 

How it is better tool for MS Backup Recovery? 

It is developed and designed with the use of advance search programming 

algorithms which boost the searching capacity of the tool, it scan the device 

thoroughly and deep scanning to up root the corrupt and damage file. It repairs the 

corrupt file and stores it to the preferred location. The software is the effort of our 

data recovery experts who has given the valuable time and logic to deliver such a 

good recovery tool. It supports the NTBackup file and easily extract data from 

backup of windows NT series and store them to the further editions of Windows 

like Windows XP/2000/vista/2007/8/8.1. 

It is also helpful for users; its graphical user interface is helpful in order to provide 

all interaction with the product. It opens like a wizard who is easy to operate no 

matters, users are professional or non-professional.  
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It only asks users to 

 select the location of the corrupt backup file 

 Select the location where you want to store the extracted backup file. 

Users also have the choice to select all the files from the corrupt backup file or 

selected files to extract, repair and store. 

How reliable the MS Backup Recovery is? Try out with Shareware. 

For fair deal with users and user's satisfaction with the product, Demo version and 

trial version of MS Backup Recovery are made available so that non technical 

users can also easily operate the execution of the tool; the demo consists of the data 

extraction process with the help of NTBackup recovery tool in the form of screen 

shots. And if users want to try our product then they easily start the process with 

trial version of the concerned recovery tool, it easily appears with the preview of 

the files from the corrupt backup file with the use of its scan and search 

functionality. The trial version is the copy of the complete version of MS Backup 

Recovery tool with little limitation on save functionality. 
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